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All times are approximate and relate to the MP3 file only. 
 
5 DCC 1900 OPS PHONE 5102 POSITION 22B 1215-1315 UTC.mp3 
 

Dave Canoles makes early appearances here. Usefulness: 8/10 
 
37:00 - (someone) confirms lost track of aircraft, ELT in the area, Kennedy 
reports a fire at the WTC 
38:20 - it's on the news, airplane hit the WTC 
39:30 - Jennifer, operation centre, turns up the volume so they can hear the TV 
(could be used to verify time stamp?) 
40:40 - can't be American, not enough damage...  too much of a coincidence I 
think... discussing if AA11 has hit the towers, still continuing 4 minutes later 
43:14 - Bob Pierce, NTSB - ignored?!  
52:17 - Ground stop anything going to NYC, Canoles thinking it will be DC as 
well? 

 
5 DCC 1900 OPS PHONE 5102 POSITION 22B 1315-1415 UTC.mp3 
 

Canoles again, initially anyway.  General chatter and questions about the ground 
stop.  Usefulness: 3/10 
 
9:25 - ground stop LAX 
Later checks Oakland have the message 
People calling back wanting to know the reason 
45:28 - Memphis explaining that a previously declared emergency has been 
cleared  
46:05 - sirens in the background? 
47:40 - Denver checking the ground stop includes VFR aircraft  

 
5 DCC 1900 OPS PHONE 5102 POSITION 22B 1415-1515 UTC.mp3 
 

Dave Canoles again.  Almost empty file.  Usefulness: 1/10 
 
Denver asking if 15 firefighters can be picked up with a helicopter 

 
5 DCC 1901 Ops phone 5103 Position 3 1215-1315 UTC.mp3 
 

Discussion on how to cope with the ground stop.  Usefulness: 1/10 
 



42:31 - discussing Miami and Ft Lauderdale routes with Boston, New York etc, 
routing everything inland.  Atlanta join in to discuss that later. 

 
5 DCC 1901 Ops phone 5103 Position 3 1315-1415 UTC.mp3 
 

Airlines asking questions about the ground stop.  Usefulness: 2/10 
 
8:00 - USA Airways asking to activate the TCA hotline.  They say it's done??   
22:50 - Continental query ground stop in Washington with Ann(e) at the 
Command Centre 
Piedmont (sp?), Lufthansa and so on appear later 

 
5 DCC 1901 Ops phone 5103 Position 3 1415-1515 UTC.mp3 
 

Almost empty tape.  Usefulness: 5/10 
 
5:15 - Odd message about United 93 - "he's been tracked east of your airspace and 
we have reason to believe he won't be heading to Chicago today". 

 
5 DCC 1902 OPS PHONE 5104 POSITION 4 1215-1315 UTC.mp3 
 

One brief foreground call with Wanda Jordan.  Lots of background chatter, which 
I think is overspill from other positions.  Likely usefulness: 1/10, but we'll need to 
carefully listen to the background noise to be sure. 

 
5 DCC 1902 OPS PHONE 5104 POSITION 4 1315-1415 UTC.mp3 
 

Usefulness: 10/10 
 
16:40 - asking all traffic management units to report unusual events, missing 
aircraft etc to the Command Centre.  VFR?  Mostly interested in commercial 
aircraft. 
17:54 - Cleveland report United 93 may have a bomb on board...  
25:00+ - asking if anyone is talking to American 77 - 77 just has the coast track 
26:20 - AA77 in a hold according to Indy, Command Centre saying one hit the 
Pentagon 
32:00 - Continental asking about the ground stop, command centre saying "we 
have some more" (presumably missing planes) and "there are other places where 
things have tried to happen but they didn't get off the ground) 

 
5 DCC 1902 Ops phone 5104 Position 4 1415-1515 UTC.mp3 
 

Busiest tape so far.  Quite distorted, needs listening to again, I may have missed a 
lot from the summary below.  Usefulness: 6/10 
 
6:19 - Military flights are allowed, otherwise explaining the ground stop. 



8:00 - trying to get SEADS hooked up on to the bridge 
8:50+ - where's Air Force one, think he's airborne, in Jacksonville's airspace 
9:36 - two F-15s leaving Langley immediately to escort Air Force One, need 
exact position.  Military chatter continues 
14:28 - need the call signs of the two fighters that have departed Langley (not 
airborne yet) 
20:00 - requesting NORAD HQ added to the bridge 
23:03 - Boston Centre has been evacuated 
44+ - wondering about a circling helicopter somewhere (it's a police one?) 
48:00 - talking to SEADS, requesting fighter escort 
50:00+ - talking with the FBI 

 
5 DCC 1903 Ops phone 5105 Position 5 1215-1315 UTC.mp3 
 

Short but interesting.  Usefulness: 8/10 
 
34:00 - an update, threats over the frequency, aircraft now down in NYC airport, 
trying to determine what was said 
NYC watching an aircraft?  Conversations with AA, reports that someone has 
been stabbed, pilot/ copilot keying the mike, getting the tape.  We have contacted 
the military.  Try Otis?  Any luck?  No, that's why we've gone to Atlantic City. 
36:00 - lost primary 20 west of Kennedy, ELT report in that area 
38:20 - it's on the news 
51:00 - Newark, stop all the departures 
56:00 - Randy @ Delta asking if either of the WTC planes were Deltas 

 
5 DCC 1903 Ops phone 5105 Position 5 1315-1415 UTC.mp3 
 

Wanda Jordan & Arthur Klassen appear.  Usefulness (tape, not them): 6/10 
 
4:47 - United 77, anything unusual - not aware of anything - trying to find him - 
couple of aircraft we can't locate -  
757 [something] in Virginia, that might be him... 
8:30 - building a telecon.  Dulles, Washington, Baltimore stops.   
19:30 - Cleveland confirming United 93 with Wanda Jordan, Command Centre 
aware, UA93 climbing right now 
20:30 - tell Boston to let Command Centre know of suspect aircraft 
42:00 - Indy reporting suspect Northwest traffic heading for Detroit, NORDO & 
momentarily dropped altitude 
46:20 - Query about not allowing anyone to land at Dulles any more 
48:30 - more about not landing at Dulles 
50:00 - Northwest traffic, contact regained, he is not a threat 
50:30 - no departures 
58:40 - explaining how someone can join a telecon bridge for all the FAA 
facilities 

 



5 DCC 1903 Ops phone 5105 Position 5 1415-1515 UTC.mp3 
 

Wanda again initially, admin stuff about "how can I get onto the teleconference" 
and queries about the ground stop, then better things on 77, military awareness of 
situation.  Usefulness: 8/10 
 
23:00 - looking for an update on American 77.  [Checking the initial suspected 
crash scene, not the Pentagon] 
24:45 - checking AA 77 missing.  Down in a remote area?  Can call state police to 
check?   
37:30 - querying AA 77 type. 
38:20 - military (Air Force battle staff at the Pentagon) querying Delta 1989 status 
+ US Air 41.  39:40 further DAL1989 mention.   
40:19 - military querying United 93 status, also American 77, sums up situation, 
wants to be on the FAA bridge, not their yet 
44:00+ Dulles(?) told to evacuate 
45:00 Wanda on the two mystery helicopters (Turns out to be one only, police) 
1:01 and earlier, November 4 requesting a mlitary escort 

 
5 DCC 1904 Ops phone 5106 Position 6B 1215-1315 UTC.mp3 
 

Initial reactions to the impact of flight 11.  Important, though we've heard them 
many of them on earlier tapes.  Usefulness: 8/10 
 
36:57 confirm lost track of aircraft, ELT, fire at the world trade centre etc 
conversation from earlier.  I think this is the position where that originated. 
45:40 - conversation with the NTSB about the first impact asking for initial 
details.   
48:50 - did they say they have planeS, plural?  Or was that the accent?  Going to 
reconfirm. 
49:31 - a second one just hit the Trade Centre.  We gotta alert the military real 
quick on this.   
50:05 - shutting Boston down. 
50:50 - ground stop everything (locally) 

 
5 DCC 1904 Ops phone 5106 Position 6B 1315-1415 UTC.mp3 
 

Mostly just telling people about the ground stop & clarifying the details.  No real 
status information that I noticed.  Usefulness: 4/10 
 
01:00 (one minute) - we're going to cancel this [planning] telecon. 
36:00 bring everybody down 
54:50 - O'Hare is evacuating 
55:50 - about an hour ago McGuire asked if they could put (military) craft up and 
they said yes 
57:40 - military not on this telecon but present in the building (military cell) 



58:50 - clarifies law enforcement and military craft are not grounded 
 
5 DCC 1904 OPS PHONE 5106 POSITION 6B 1415-1515 UTC.mp3 
 

Busiest tape yet.  I've skimmed this, it appears to be the same as the previous one, 
so because I've things to do I'm skipping it for now.  Usefulness: suspect very 
little, but I don't really know. 

 
5 DCC 1905 Ops phone 5107 Position 7 1315-1415 UTC.mp3 
 

"Margaret" in "Severe weather" talks to Canada and other people re: ground stop, 
international diversions and so on.  Mostly dull admin stuff so I've skimmed it, 
needs to be revisited, especially the later bits. 
 
34:20 - issues with the Attorney General's flight 
50:40 - Just been advised (not the control centre) that United 93 has 3 hijackers 
with a bomb.  More on Delta 1989 
56:50 - asking about Delta 1989.  Still working United 93?  Lost him on radar.  
Memphis Centre has lost one too. 

 
5 DCC 1905 Ops phone 5107 Position 7 1415-1515 UTC.mp3 
 

"Margaret" in "Severe weather" again, then some other people, but very little on 
this tape.  Usefulness: 3/10 
 
14:00 November 4 - Attorney General?  Arguments again 
15:50 - checking the situation on two aircraft (presumably suspect at one time but 
nothing happened on either) 
16:40 - Margaret tries to get a landing time for DAL1989 

 
5 DCC 1906 Ops phone 5108 Position 8 1215-1315 UTC.mp3 
 

Tape is empty beyond the initial certification. 
 
5 DCC 1906 Ops phone 5108 Position 8 1315-1415 UTC.mp3 
 

Tape is empty beyond the initial certification, apart from occasional clicks. 
 
5 DCC 1906 Ops phone 5108 Position 8 1415-1515 UTC.mp3 
 

People talking about getting a "go team" to New York on two calls. 
 
5 DCC 1907 OPS PHONE 5110 POSITION 4C 1215-1315 UTC.mp3 
 

2 calls only on the entire tape (plus one unanswered). Worth a listen to identify 
who they are? 



 
47:32 - has anyone done coordination to scramble... intercepters?  Someone else: 
Why?  Response:  Just get me someone who has the authority to get military in 
the air.  Now. 
Then: we have military scrambled, that's all I wanted to know. 

 
5 DCC 1907 OPS PHONE 5110 POSITION 4C 1315-1415 UTC.mp3 
 

Again, only 2 conversations. 
 
5:56 November 4 briefly mentioned (Ashcroft) 
29:15 - horribly distorted, too much crosstalk, sounds like some kind of ground 
stop talk. 

 
5 DCC 1907 Ops phone 5110 Position 4C 1415-1515 UTC.mp3 
 

Ashcroft things and generally looking for planes.  Nothing too interesting. 
 
7:24 - November 4 asking if he can land at Nashville. 
18:30 - Canoles looking for info on flight NAO 05 (there's nothing) 
21:00 - Calls LA tower asking re: same plane 
21:40 - Asking someone else for a NAO 05 JFK to LA flight plan, has it landed.  
"Not stored" 
40:40 - United 57 "did not land at Denver" 
59:00 - trying to get someone into the open telecon of all FAA facilities 

 
5 DCC 1908 Ops phone 5111 Position 11 1215-1315 UTC.mp3 
 

Tape is empty beyond the initial certification. 
 
5 DCC 1908 Ops phone 5111 Position 11 1315-1415 UTC.mp3 
 

Interesting background comment about unconfirmed "presidential" aircraft, amd a 
mention or two for DAL1989, otherwise dull admin stuff with Dave Canoles 
being asked the VFR question over and over and over again. 
 
18:40 To Canoles: are we shutting down VFRs?  Yes 
20:00 Katherine at Denver to Canoles: more ground stop queries. 
21:00 Canoles to Oakland - suspect plane approaching San Francisco, doesn't 
know if it's hearsay?  United 93 is possible suspect aircraft.  (Seems early.  Why 
is he telling them?) 
23:00 - Minneapolis asking for clarification re: call to look for suspect things 
LA worried about running out of "cement space" but figure it should be okay.  
More VFR questions 
33:50 - United 1821 say they need to land immediately, no reason given, another 
aircraft wants to do the same thing 



36:00 - ground stop query 
37:30 - (background - plane claiming it's Presidential, can't confirm?) 
37:45 - DAL1989 confirmed hijacking, indications from Cleveland Centre 
39:30 - DAL1989 near Toledo 
49:30 - ground stop queries 
52:00 - Given phone number for Japan ATC HQ 

 
5 DCC 1908 Ops phone 5111 Position 11 1415-1515 UTC.mp3 
 

Lots of background chatter.  Requires further listening.  Foreground is mostly 
FAA tactical net discussing admin things.  I skipped everything after the half-way 
point as this later stuff isn't so relevant, but it will need to be revisited. 
 
13:40 North American Airlines concerned about Flight 5  
25:18 - talking about 93 in the background?  Foreground, someone saying female 
voice saying aircraft should land immediately or they will be shot down. 
Tactical net querying Philadelphia as a landing site, discussing how to get on net,  
32:00 Query re: November 4 (Ashcroft), Richmond clear for landing,  
32:50 DAL 1989 mentioned in background 

 
5 DCC 1909 OPS PHONE 5112 POSITION 12 1215-1315 UTC.mp3 
 

Tape is empty beyond the initial certification. 
 
5 DCC 1909 OPS PHONE 5112 POSITION 12 1315-1415 UTC.mp3 
 

Tape is empty beyond the initial certification. 
 
5 DCC 1909 Ops phone 5112 Position 12 1415-1515 UTC.mp3 
 

Tape is empty beyond the initial certification. 
 
5 DCC 1910 Ops phone 5113 Position 13 1215-1315 UTC.mp3 
 

The entire tape is of a TV playing in background.  I think Canoles is listening to 
it. 
 
39:00 witness thinks first impact was a small plane, nothing commercial 
44:00 talks to doorman at the WTC Marriott Hotel, describes man on fire from 
falling debris 
46:31 - call to Dave Canoles, mixed with TV, hard to hear it 
49:00 - second plane hits.  Can be used to verify tape time. 

 
5 DCC 1910 Ops phone 5113 Position 13 1315-1415 UTC.mp3 
 

TV programme continues. 



 
24:20 - Call re: Continental 321  
51:00 - someone needs a number for Tokyo 
51:00 + - phone call re: Northwest 197 as possibly suspect plane 

 
 
5 DCC 1910 Ops phone 5113 Position 13 1415-1515 UTC.mp3 
 

TV programme continues.  Assorted dull admin queries, searches for unimportant 
flights, and... 
 
19:30 - can you verify United 93 went down...?  Someone gets updated on the 
situation 

 
5 DCC 1911 Ops phone 5154 Position 14 1215-1315 UTC.mp3 
 

Valuable tape on the first communications re: flight 11.  Short, quiet, but very 
useful. 
 
13:45 - Flight 11 report 
26:00 - Boston - New York TRACON on American 11 
28:26 - we're going to scramble fighters out of Otis (says Boston) 
29:31 - advisory re: flight 11  
Not listening to any more for now, but this is a must-review. 

 
5 DCC 1911 Ops phone 5154 Position 14 1315-1415 UTC.mp3 
 

Lots of repeated stuff from other tapes, but some invaluable new info as well. 
10/10.  A LOT of background stuff I've not listened to.  Go play it!  
 
5:41 Cleveland advised of Delta 1989  
7:55 New York Centre has declared ATC Zero at this time.  Goes on to talk about 
DAL1989 
13:40 Are you tracking an American 11 that just crossed over the boundary?  
(Phantom?) 
16:30 - do an inventory of all airborne traffic and ensure you have no unusual 
situations, if you do report them to the Command Centres, followed by flight 93 
report etc. all as before (ie it's crosstalk from another position) 
24:30 - Presidential support craft wants to be released, E4! Re: Presidential 
aircraft comment earlier. 
27:30 - Support craft not allowed to depart 
29:18 - "we have been in contact with the military cell, they're working the issue, 
big teleconference..." (not sure what the issue is) 
29:50 - primary heading towards DC, 28 minutes out (93?) 
34:28 DAL89, oops 1989 confirmed hijack 
35:03 DAL1989 position & lots more background info 



49:47 - "the secret service is going to start shooting at anything in the air" 
 

5 DCC 1911 OPS PHONE 5154 POSITION 14 1415-1615 UTC.mp3 
 

This is a two hour tape with a lot of short conversations.  I'm skimmed them and 
they're mostly ground stop and other admin things, however there's a lot here, 
including background sounds and it's worth a relisten. 

 
5 DCC 1911 Ops phone 5154 Position 14 1615-1630 UTC.mp3 
 

More ground stop queries.  Lots of them, so check it, but put this at a lower 
priority than some of the others. 

 
5 DCC 1912 Ops phone 5115 Position 15 1215-1315 UTC.mp3 
 

Lots of important messages re: AA11.  Many repeats from previous positions, but 
some new ones too.  9/10 
 
14:02 Boston Centre to Command Centre: "Got a situation here with American 
11", possible hijack.  Heard a threat in the background.  Just west of Albany going 
southbound.  FAA: "I see him".  As discussed before, I think this is the original 
position for the message. 
15:35 Cleveland alerted re: AA11 
17:17 Someone else - Tom - talking about the AA11 alert, "some mention of a 
threat to the cockpit, in the cockpit" 
26:15 Boston ask FAA to get New York TRACON re: AA11 which is a 
confirmed hijack, New York (?) don't see him.   
29:40 FAA guy "Tony" calls Washington to warn them about AA11 
35:08 Now we're down to Atlantic City to try to get someone up, try Otis also, 
didn't have any luck that's why we're down to Atlantic City etc.  As before, 
background information.  Reports loss of primary target, ELT in the area, 
something hit the WTC, it's on the news etc. 
39:15 Jennifer in ops, "building is in smoke" 
39:47 Tony alerts someone that the hijacked plane has hit the world trade centre 
40:17 Tony repeats alert to Cleveland (in background someone else saying it can't 
be American, not enough damage) 
45:30 NTSB query re: time of departure and crash, as before 
48:40 Boston ground stop plus garbled messages from other positions, initial 
reports of a second one hitting the trade centre, "we've got to alert the military real 
quick" 
50:00 We're shutting Boston down, suggest the same thing is done elsewhere 
52:12 Confirmed "we have planeSSSS" 
53:25 Suggesting getting messages to planes to secure the cockpit 
55:20 They're (FAA) activating the reaction centre upstairs 
57:40 What we know is both of these planes took off from Boston, AA11 and 
UA175, NTSB asking about the UA flight 



Then discussions on local ground stops, diversions and more. 
61:10 Look at UA175, think he might be the second plane 

 
5 DCC 1912 Ops phone 5115 Position 15 1315-1415 UTC.mp3 
 

Many more important messages especially re: tactical net info. I skipped a lot of 
background noise, so there WILL be others.  10/10 
 
00:20 - discussions about UA175, will try to confirm he was the second plane. 
01:10 - request message to increase cockpit security  
01:50 - FAA tactical net (first mention I've heard) 
03:00 - FAA tactical net confirms security on the net 
05:45 - Tony at FAA contacts Cleveland recommending they check DAL1989 
06:00 - FBI is on? 
07:00 - cannot confirm second  
07:01 - FBI joining, Jeff Power/Bower?, SIOC 
08:00 - Boston Tracon to Tony re: Delta 1989 
13:50 - asking Cleveland if they're tracking an American 11 (reference as before) 
14:45 - we know about Flight 11, we know about 77, do you know about 175?  
Lost it over Indiana?  (Mixed up) 
16:40 - original recording asking everyone in traffic management units to report 
unusual situations, as before 
17:44 - FBI Boston trying to get an update 
17:50 - Cleveland reporting UA93 (as before) 
18:40 - Someone reporting 11 and 77 colliding with WTC, 175 off radar, FBI 
involved, United Airlines not involved at this time 
20:13 United 175, we had a report that it's off the radar, not involved, we're 
getting conflicting reports 
20:50 - ATSC Herndon saying that's a mistake, recapping real situation, United 
93 is fourth aircraft 
22:00 - fast moving VFR moving towards white house, just heard it's moving 
away from white house, information coming from air traffic 
22:30 - United 99 over Cleveland, corrected - 99 
23:30 - Boston FBI asking something (garbled with other messages), recap I 
think, then clearer.   
24:50 - something hit the west side of the Pentagon, reported by air traffic 
26:00 - background, another aircraft, flight 93, Cleveland says he has a bomb on 
board 
26:30 - Cleveland calling, United 93 starting to descend, just lost the transponder 
on 93, pulling the tape to check mention on a tape 
28:15 - Cleveland lost transponder completely, primary too, don't know where 93 
is 
29:15 - Cleveland asking if military being called, been in contact with military 
cell, not sure where they are, background is Presidential Support Unit 
conversation re: E4 as reported earlier.  Air Force one mentioned, garbled and in 
background 



30:40 - received report 93 is descending over Cleveland, looking for aircraft to 
give us a visual, 29 minutes out from Washington 
34:50 - Delta 1989 confirmed hijacked, Pittsburgh is ATC Zero? 
36:36 - Presidential E4 in background, as heard more clearly before I think 
39:40 - Pittsburgh evacuated as the United jet was flying over their facility, we 
did have a report of military activity .... ????? Listen again 
40:20 - DAL1989 pilot saying not hijacked, Cleveland not sure 
41:50 - Tactical net asking for status on DAL1989 
42:15 - anything more on Flight 93?  North of Johnstown, proceeding SE, later - 
no radio contact 
43:40 - should we do anything at Cleveland when this Delta lands? 
44:00 - United down low around 7,500 feet, unconfirmed VFR report.  Turning 
east.  Around 8,000.   
45:30 - looks like we've got another plane down.   
45:55 - FBI SIOC - top of the wtc dropped into the streets 
46:20 - United 03 westbound, waving his wings, not sure what that means, erratic 
course 
48:20 - 93 back to the SE, not progressing in any one direction, Delta now talking 
to approach, treating it as not a hijacking 
48:50 - 93 transponder back up, 8200 feet 
49:20 - cellphone call from 93 reports 3 hijackers with knives and a bomb 
52:00 - garbled, lost all radar on flight 93, Delta working Cleveland approach 
55:15 - last lat longs for United 93 
58:50 - confirmed downed aircraft in the vicinity of where they had the United 

 
5 DCC 1912 Ops phone 5115 Position 15 1415-1515 UTC.mp3 
 

Mostly ground stop admin things ("How many planes can Pittsburgh take" etc), so 
I stopped checking this after the first few minutes.  There's a LOT of later content, 
though, so worth a listen if you're interested in later 9/11 events 
 
4:25 Delta 1989 on the ground, they're taxiiing him to an isolated area away from 
the terminal 

 
5 DCC 1913 Ops phone 5116 Position 16 1215-1315 UTC.mp3 
 

Only 4 sections for the whole tape.  2 are ordinary pre-9/11 admin things, and 
there's a couple of queries re: ground stop delays.  Nothing of use. 
 
54:40 - Someone checks with Wanda Jordan about NYC ground stop situation. 

 
5 DCC 1913 Ops phone 5116 Position 16 1315-1415 UTC.mp3 
 

Mostly ground stop admin things ("can this lifeguard flight take op").  One or two 
more interesting ones: 
 



26:15 - A flight at MacDill AFB says he's part of the Presidential flight and wants 
to depart 
28:30 - SAM needs to take off to support the President, need to go to to the State 
Department 
38:00 - Someone from company with offices in WTC requests permission for 
chairman to fly in private jet.  No! 
56:40 - Air Force One changed his destination 

 
5 DCC 1913 Ops phone 5116 Position 16 1415-1515 UTC.mp3 
 

Some lightly interesting calls.  5/10 
 
18:38 - Air Force One is flying a random route, doesn't have an escort at the 
moment 
36:28 - November 4 (Ashcroft) approved to land at Richmond  
37:00 - FAA asking American dispatch where is AA77, they say they cannot 
confirm it, though suspect he is in trouble. 
42:50 - November 4 is requesting a fighter escort 
46:00 - G3 took off on his own without permission and is returning to Andrews or 
Barksdale 
54:44 - NEADS - need to get fighter jets in the air immediately, Atlantic City, 
something about Langley, discuss what to do, let them do what they want.   
56:13 - Where is November 4 going?  Need to decide which airport. 
57:30 - November 4 authorised to land at Washington 
57:50 - NORAD not on this net.  They're on a secure transmission elsewhere 
though.  American 644 showing overdue, looking for feedback.  NEADS on the 
net.  Looking for positions for Air Force One so they can intercept with fighters, 
no-one wants to give them the position, asking someone call them on a secure 
line.  Kansas City has nothing on American 644.  NEADs passed the position on a 
secure phone. 

 
5 DCC 1914 OPS PHONE 5117 POSITION 7B 1215-1315 UTC.mp3 
 

This tape is empty beyond a few clicks. 
 
5 DCC 1914 OPS PHONE 5117 POSITION 7B 1315-1415 UTC.mp3 
 

Mostly brief ground stop things, doesn't appear to be useful. 
 
11:40 - FAA requesting type on Flight 175 from Boston 
30:00 - FAA creating minor telecon.  Discussing ground stop issues, then 
recommending solict airborne diverts. 

 
5 DCC 1914 Ops phone 5117 Position 7B 1415-1515 UTC.mp3 
 

4:06 - NEADS calling in (diverted to telecon) 



40:20 - Looking for US Air 41, it's landed at Memphis 
47:00 - Someone querying United 57 
55:00 - Someone querying United 57 
Calls continue about other planes. 

 
5 DCC 1915 Ops phone 5118 Position 8B 1215-1315 UTC.mp3 

 
Empty tape. 

 
5 DCC 1915 Ops phone 5118 Position 8B 1315-1415 UTC.mp3 
 

Two very short spikes of nothing very much, and a fragment of background noise.  
Nothing useful. 

 
5 DCC 1915 Ops phone 5118 Position 8B 1415-1515 UTC.mp3 
 

Carriers telecon.  Important for awareness of which planes have crashed and 
where, but that's all, so I'm not listening to this in full right now.  It's a must to 
review later, though. 
 
10:01 - Our United 93, is there any confirmation he's down?  We're also 
concerned about WTC, speculation is it's two American flights, concerned about 
our UAL 175.   

 
5 DCC 1916 OPS PHONE 5120 POSITION 33B 1215-1315 UTC.mp3 
 

Empty tape. 
 
5 DCC 1916 OPS PHONE 5120 POSITION 33B 1315-1415 UTC.mp3 
 

Almost empty.  Some background chatter, nothing important I think. 
 
49:00 - someone calling FAA asking for info on United 93.  Told 3 armed 
hijackers on board making threats plus a bomb. 

 
5 DCC 1916 Ops phone 5120 Position 33B 1415-1515 UTC.mp3 
 

Empty tape. 
 
5 DCC 1917 Ops phone 5121 Position 21 1215-1315 UTC.mp3 
 

Empty tape.  Not even the usual background hum? 
 
5 DCC 1917 Ops phone 5121 Position 21 1315-1415 UTC.mp3 
 

Empty tape, as above. 



 
5 DCC 1917 Ops phone 5121 Position 21 1415-1515 UTC.mp3 
 

Empty tape, as above. 
 
5 DCC 1919 Ops phone 5124 Position 24 1215-1315 UTC.mp3 
 

Some important messages but I think they're all available on previous positions. 
 
33:30 Reports about AA11, trying to get fighters from Atlantic City etc, the 
conversation we've heard before 
Up to 45:00 are the background conversations I've reported previously ("it can't 
be American, not enough damage", "too much of a coincidence") 

 
5 DCC 1919 Ops phone 5124 Position 24 1315-1415 UTC.mp3 
 

Mostly repeats of things we've heard before, or general ground stop queries ("can 
this fly") or alerts about planes that weren't hijacked.  One or two lightly 
interesting points but not a priority. 
 
16:30 The "can all TMUs identify unusual situations and contact us at the 
Command Centre" call, as recorded previously, the report of Flight 93 and so on. 
25:00 Northwest 1019 is NORDO 
27:45 Northwest 1019 is back 
40:30 US Air 41 reported suspect 
45:25 Secretary of the Navy is at Carswell, wants to get back to Washington 
52:50 FBI aircraft wants to depart 

 
5 DCC 1919 Ops phone 5124 Position 24 1415-1515 UTC.mp3 
 

Mostly groundstop admin things ("can this fly?" "where's this plane?").  No sign 
of anything relevant so I gave up after 40 minutes. 
 
01:30 Secretary of the Navy allowed to fly 
12:00/ 15:00 - People calling to check that the FAA haven't been hit 
36:50 Secretary of the Navy has departed (complications later, can't enter 
Washington airspace etc) 

 
5 DCC 1920 Ops phone 5125 Position 25 1215-1315 UTC.mp3 
 

Same reports of the initial AA11 situation that we've heard before. 
 
33:40 Same summary of AA11 that we've heard before, threats, hijacked, 
stewardess stabbed, current position, contacted Atlantic City etc. 
36:10 Lost primary target near Kennedy 

 



5 DCC 1920 Ops phone 5125 Position 25 1315-1415 UTC.mp3 
 

Mostly Wanda Jordan groundstop talk.  Nothing interesting that isn't available on 
other positions, although this does have high quality foreground recordings 
 
4:40 AA77 reported to command centre.  Says one disappeared off the scope in 
western VA, might be him. (We've heard this before) 
8:00 Ground stop requested by FAA on telecon 
19:00 We just told you about Flight 93 (Cleveland to Wanda Jordan), here's 
confirmation from a second pilot 
20:20 Calls Boston to tell them to inform Command Centre about suspect aircraft 
25:50 Someone calling internationally telling people to stop sending planes to the 
US 
Similar stuff throughout the tape 

 
5 DCC 1920 Ops phone 5125 Position 25 1415-1515 UTC.mp3 
 

Another repeat of a position we had earlier.  Mostly interesting for people looking 
for AA77 because they still think it's crashed in the countryside, not the Pentagon, 
for example: 
 
22:50 looking for an update on 77 (State Police helicopter looking for it) 

 
5 DCC 1921 OPS PHONE 5126 POSITION 26 1215-1315 UTC.mp3 
 

Two minor background calls.   
 
43:20 Incoming call asking FAA what's going on at the WTC?   
46:00 Calls back with news that there was a hijacked American plane, FAA guy 
says there's a big telecon going on about it 

 
5 DCC 1921 OPS PHONE 5126 POSITION 26 1315-1415 UTC.mp3 
 

A tiny bit of background noise and a couple of clicks, otherwise an empty tape. 
 
5 DCC 1921 Ops phone 5126 Position 26 1415-1515 UTC.mp3 
 

Occasional very distant background noise.  Might contain something useful, but 
for now I'm going to assume it's just a very poor recording of other positions. 

 
5 DCC 1922 Ops phone 5127 Position 27 1215-1315 UTC.mp3 
 

A single call, but an important one, FAA to American Airlines 
 
16:35 Command Centre calling American, AA say they're trying to reach him and 
can't, FAA relay report of tracking a primary target, threats in the cockpit 



 
 
 
5 DCC 1922 Ops phone 5127 Position 27 1315-1415 UTC.mp3 
 

Arthur Klassen at the FAA calls people one at a time to ask them to report suspect 
planes 
 
03:40 FAA asking Washington to call them if they spot anything suspicious 
and many similar after this 
40:50 Randy at Delta 1989 confirms that plane has been ordered to Cleveland and 
everything is fine 

 
5 DCC 1923 Ops phone 5128 Position 28 1215-1315 UTC.mp3 
 

Tape duplicates information we've heard before on AA11, second impact, NTSB, 
nothing new that I can tell.  For instance: 
 
33:00 New York, Boston etc conference re: Flight 11, threats, Atlantic City, as 
reported previously 

 
5 DCC 1923 Ops phone 5128 Position 28 1315-1415 UTC.mp3 
 

Another repeat of a position we heard earlier, mostly FAA tactical net things.  
There's no foreground calls so I suspect there's nothing new here at all, though 
we'll have to review it to be sure at some point. 

 
5 DCC 1924 Ops phone 5130 Position 13C 1215-1315 UTC.mp3 
 

Empty tape. 
 
5 DCC 1924 Ops phone 5130 Position 13C 1315-1415 UTC.mp3 
 

Empty tape. 
 
5 DCC 1925 Ops phone 5132 Position 32 1215-1315 UTC.mp3 
 

Empty tape. 
 
5 DCC 1925 Ops phone 5132 Position 32 1315-1415 UTC.mp3 
 

Empty tape. 
 
5 DCC 1925 Ops phone 5132 Position 32 1415-1515 UTC.mp3 
 

Empty tape. 



 
5 DCC 1926 OPS PHONE 5133 POSITION 33 1215-1315 UTC.mp3 
 

This is a repeat of the tape I mentioned earlier that has a TV news programme 
playing throughout.  Useful for confirming the tape time I guess, but little else. 

 
5 DCC 1926 OPS PHONE 5133 POSITION 33 1315-1415 UTC.mp3 
 

The TV news continues.  One or two background FAA calls mixed in, I'm 
assuming they'll be available on other tapes in a more audible form though we'll 
need to review this eventually. 

 
5 DCC 1926 Ops phone 5133 Position 33 1415-1515 UTC.mp3 
 

TV news continues, mixed with occasional background FAA calls.  Again, low 
priority but needs reviewing later. 

 
5 DCC 1927 Ops phone 5134 Position 34 1215-1315 UTC.mp3 
 

Starts off with several people planning what they think they'll be doing that day 
(pre-hijacks).  Then: 
 
36:50 Background, Jim @ AA flight dispatch to Wanda Jordan, is there any way 
you guys can change the flight number on the ASD, as per what John mentioned 
earlier 
And after that, ground stop routing issues, nothing of interest to us I think 

 
5 DCC 1927 Ops phone 5134 Position 34 1315-1415 UTC.mp3 
 

Hooray, a tape with something new!   
 
09:00 Ground stop everything into Washington 
10:30 FAA to Indy Centre, are you tracking a primary on AA77?  No.  No ELTs, 
no primaries, no nothing.  FAA thinking Sears Tower in Chicago. 
20:20 Someone entering invalid passcodes so (presumably) they can't get through 
to the telecon 
21:24 Ellen King, FAA makes her first appearance.  Company asking if they can 
go from Boston Logan to Springfield because CEO of WTC company needs to go 
back to implement their disaster plan.  Is this the same company I mentioned 
earlier, trying someone else? 
31:00 Laguardia relocated to alternate site at the US Air terminal 
33:45 Laguardia call with their new contact details 
40:50 New York call re: Panta 55 F-15 holding over Kennedy 
49:50 Washington Centre say Secret Service is about to start shooting at anything 
flying over their airspace 



59:25 FBI want a confirmation about United 93 to confirm that their are hijackers 
on board 

 
5 DCC 1927 Ops phone 5134 Position 34 1415-1515 UTC.mp3 
 

More new things though less interesting overall 
 
00:30 Confirmed, 3 hijackers on 93 with knives 
06:00 3 Omaha aircraft need to get from Burlington to Jacksonville Florida 
12:00 We've got fighters up over New York refuelling 
14:00 Talking about military flights he can't take?  Don't recognise "Coronet 
East"?>, someone please listen 
17:00 An untracked aircraft heading for Boston Centre?  They're going to "bare 
bones" 
19:20 United 93, has he landed?  Not in the system any more.  FBI "breathing 
down his neck" trying to find out 
22:00 Boston Centre declares ATC Zero 
26:50 November 4 (Ashcroft) chat 
39:00 DC-10 30 miles east of Kennedy, south west bound, querying who he is 
41:00 He's a tanker out of McGuire 

 
5 DCC 1928 Ops phone 5135 Position 35 1215-1315 UTC.mp3 
 

Repeat of calls we've heard before re: early flight 11 reports, getting fighters up, 
NTSB, second impact etc.  Good quality but doesn't appear to be anything new 

 
5 DCC 1928 Ops phone 5135 Position 35 1315-1415 UTC.mp3 
 

Another repeat, FAA tactical net things, mixup where they think UA175 went 
down in Indiana, etc.  Will need review to check there's nothing new but I don't 
think so. 

 
5 DCC 1928 OPS PHONE 5135 POSITION 35 1415-1515 UTC.mp3 
 

Very busy tape, mostly FAA tactical net things, one or two interesting things but 
too much to listen to all of it right now.  Review later. 
 
03:40 New York TRACON tracked a Sikorsky helicopter appeared to fly into the 
trade centre at 12:27?  Replayed the radar and said this is the only thing they had 
in the area at that time, and that it's consistent with the speed of what went into 
the tower (160 knots).   
12:00 November 4 airborne and wanting to return to Washington National 

 
5 DCC 1929 Ops phone 5136 Position 36 1215-1315 UTC.mp3 
 

Three background calls.  Nothing important 



 
45:09 Randy at Delta asking if there's any information on the WTC 
48:50 "We have military scrambled, that's all I wanted to know" 

 
5 DCC 1929 Ops phone 5136 Position 36 1315-1415 UTC.mp3 
 

Background of the "strategic planning" tape.  Nothing important that I can tell 
 
5 DCC 1929 Ops phone 5136 Position 36 1415-1515 UTC.mp3 
 

I think this duplicates the tape we have before where NEADS are reporting they're 
putting fighters up to intercept AF1 
 
5:40 NEADS on the bridge.  What can we do with the fighters we have in the air?  
What's the status of commercial aircraft?   
07:20 Air Force One requesting a military escort 
09:00 NEADS: Where is Air Force One at this time?   
11:50 Fighters departing now to intercept AF1  
etc etc 

 
5 DCC 1930 Ops phone 5137 Position 37 1215-1315 UTC.mp3 
 

Mostly repetition of the same initial Flight 11 reports we've heard, plus 
unconnected Miama-Ft Lauderdale routing issues.  Nothing new here I think. 

 
5 DCC 1930 Ops phone 5137 Position 37 1315-1415 UTC.mp3 
 

Mostly duplications (example below) and FAA tactical net stuff.   
 
20:11 Dupe mixup Telling FBI that UA 175 dropped off radar in Indiana 
30:00 Presidential Support Aircraft needs to go to JFK 
30:30 AF1 movements scheduled for today 
57:00 AF1, should he have an escort? 
60:30 Jacksonville requesting a fighter escort.  We need to link up with NMCC.  
FAA have some conf representatives, "maybe we can get them on board". 

 
5 DCC 1930 Ops phone 5137 Position 37 1415-1515 UTC.mp3 
 

Just a few short calls, "how do I get back on the telecon" and "we're going to set 
up the command centre offsite post" etc.   
 
15:30 November 4 told to land at his first immediate airport 
43:20 Command Centre asking Dulles: Do you guys have an unauthorised plane 
in the air?  They've heard something over the pager.  But Fairfox 1, Police, only.   

 
5 DCC 1931 OPS PHONE 5138 POSITION 38 1215-1315 UTC.mp3 



 
Empty tape. 

 
5 DCC 1931 OPS PHONE 5138 POSITION 38 1315-1415 UTC.mp3 
 

Empty tape. 
 
5 DCC 1931 Ops Phone 5138 Position 38 1415-1515 UTC.mp3 
 

Empty tape. 
 
5 DCC 1932 Ops phone 5139 Position 3B 1215-1315 UTC.mp3 
 

A few carriers call in to Gail at the FAA asking what's going on, or about FAA 
telecons.  Nothing useful or interesting in any way. 

 
5 DCC 1932 Ops phone 5139 Position 3B 1315-1415 UTC.mp3 
 

Similar incoming calls re: the ground stop, a few of which are relevant to us: 
 
10:30 United Airlines asking for an open line so they can keep up-to-date with 
events 
24:15 United reporting United 93 are NORDO, asking if anyone has him 
anywhere 
29:50 FAA calling United re: 93 saying nothing known, they know he's heading 
in the wrong direction, TSD is still showing him but it "lags behind" 
46:50 American Airlines passing the word that they're cancelling all their flights 
for the rest of the day 

 
5 DCC 1932 Ops phone 5139 Position 3B 1415-1515 UTC.mp3 
 

Gail now calls out checking if a few planes have landed (none of which are of 
interest to us, as far as I know).  Unimportant. 

 
5 DCC 1933 OPS PHONE 5140 POSITION 14C 1215-1315 UTC.mp3 
 

Mostly uneventful tape with Bill at the FAA. 
 
39:00 Sandy Rogers, ATC at United, wondering what hit the WTC, checking it's 
not a United (ironically) 
46:10 Someone else asking what's going on, just curious 
53:40 Controllers saying they saw plane that hit the second tower 
57:40 FAA setting up a telecon to verify ground stop situation 

 
5 DCC 1933 OPS PHONE 5140 POSITION 14C 1315-1415 UTC.mp3 
 



Again, quiet with just one or two interesting things. 
 
22:20 Mark Evans calling Bill, saying a plane has moved and isn't talking, do we 
want to scramble aircraft, Bill says that's a decision taken at a different level and 
they'll call right back 
35:05 FBI asking for a direct line so they can get info from Indianapolis on 
American flight they've lost contact with 
49:54 Someone calling in asking if they have info re: United 93, he was called 
from New York about half an hour ago.  Bill confirms they know. 

 
5 DCC 1933 Ops phone 5140 Position 14C 1415-1515 UTC.mp3 
 

As before, light interest only. 
 
4:20 Baltimore Tracon to Bill: Earlier we were getting reports of a United being 
tracked to DCA, we want to get a track on him if we can find out where he is.  
Bill says a plane crashed, doesn't know if it's 93 or not (it is) 
7:40 Bill calls Baltimore back to say 93 is down 
8:50 Where's Air Force One, discussion as before 
27:00 Someone asking about 93, says there was a call from the plane at 10:16 (Ed 
Felt I think, odd time though) 
48:30 Kevin at Pittburgh have KC-135 tankers that want to go up and refuel (later 
says they're okay to go) 
53:20 Boston want Canoles to call them 

 
5 DCC 1933 Ops phone 5140 Position 14C 1515-1615 UTC.mp3 
 

Bill & Wanda Jordan field one or two dull ground stop questions 
 
20:12 Someone asking Bill if they have to coordinate all flights through the 
military command centre 

 
5 DCC 1933 Ops phone 5140 Position 14C 1615-1630 UTC.mp3 
 

Brief ground stop questions, can Marines move their medical helicopters etc.  
Nothing I can see for us 

 
5 DCC 1934 Ops phone 5143 Position 43 1215-1315 UTC.mp3 
 

Tape empty apart from one very short background call to Wanda Jordan that I 
don't think has any value 

 
5 DCC 1934 Ops phone 5143 Position 43 1315-1415 UTC.mp3 
 

A few calls mostly talking to Canada about ground stop issues.  Unimportant. 
 



5 DCC 1934 Ops phone 5143 Position 43 1415-1515 UTC.mp3 
 

Background calls from other positions I think, such as the NEADS conversations 
from earlier.  Needs reviewing but I don't think there's anything new here. 

 
5 DCC 1935 OPS PHONE 5148 POSITION 4 1215-1315 UTC.mp3 
 

This tape only repeats things we've heard previously (though in good foreground 
quality), I believe, such as: 
 
17:16 Repeat of an AA11 conversation we've heard several times before 
33:50 telecon re: AAA11 New York, Boston, FAA, as we've heard before 

 
5 DCC 1935 OPS PHONE 5148 POSITION 4 1315-1415 UTC.mp3 
 

I believe this repeats the "FAA tactical net" tape from earlier (look back, there's 
only one, any tape I mention "tactical net" should match this) 

 
5 DCC 1936 Ops phone 5149 Position 34B 1215-1315 UTC.mp3 
 

Mostly repeated background stuff, one new (I think) Ben Sliney call 
 
27:40 FAA call Bob Moreno, American, telling him Boston believe it's a 
hijacking, describes situation, Bob seems to know 
30:40 sounds like someone in the background following AA11 on radar, just 
briefly 
34:00 AA11 update that we've heard before 
57:40 Ben Sliney calling New York Centre to ask for update on why they're ATC 
zero, asking about identities of the aircraft 

 
5 DCC 1936 Ops phone 5149 Position 34B 1315-1415 UTC.mp3 
 

Ellen King. 93 call at 47:10 
 

01:18 Bill Halleck from American checking with the FAA about the New York 
airspace status.  Asked if he can confirm anything.  AA think it's 11.  Report that 
they're missing 77.  Thinks 77 may also be in New York though doesn't know 
how he got there.  Told by the FAA that they may not, they have another call sign.   
06:06 November 4 reference, Ashcroft asked to call Dept of Justice Command 
Centre. 
06:50 Tom at United targeting a 175 on the ASD, asks if New York can see if 
they have that target .  
09:30 Randy @ Delta asking about local New York ground stop 
10:30 United calling, asking Ellen if major airlines can have an open telecon, also 
saying all indications are that United 175 was the second plane 



25:44 Ellen says "we have reports of problems in the Washington area, too, so it's 
getting worse" 
42:25 Curt Williams, FBI, looking for ATC systems manager, wants to get as 
much info as possible on American 77.  Ellen thinks FBI are on the other national 
telecon.  Confirms this.   
47:10 Sandy Rogers says United 93 is over Hagerstown heading towards 
Washington, we are in threat, hijacking, they're advising the military, says Ellen 
should let the military desk know 

 
5 DCC 1936 Ops phone 5149 Position 34B 1415-1515 UTC.mp3 
 

Ellen fields ground stop questions. 
 
02:20 Ellen calls <someone>, says they can launch military plane Century 40, he's 
launched but can't get hold of NORAD 
51:45 Stranded FBI people want to know how they can return to their own 
divisions 

 
5 DCC 1937 Ops phone 5153 Position 13B 1215-1315 UTC.mp3 
 

Some very quiet background noises, sound like conversations we've heard before, 
otherwise empty. 

 
5 DCC 1937 Ops phone 5153 Position 13B 1315-1415 UTC.mp3 
 

Lots of background calls, I think either repeats or ones not relevant to us, but 
requires further review. 

 
5 DCC 1937 OPS PHONE 5153 POSITION 13B 1415-1515 UTC.mp3 
 

Some small 93-related things.  Nothing else, although there's a lot of faint 
background noise that requires further listening. 
 
3:00 Someone asking the FAA if they know about United 93, say they were told it 
was hijacked to Chicago, this guy (Bill) says he hasn't heard that. 
17:17 Another question about United 93 crashing as the second World Trade 
Centre tower collapses 
53:30 Cleveland Centre advising they're evacuating as a low-flying plane flew 
over them 

 
5 DCC 1938 Ops phone 5114 Position 14 1215-1315 UTC.mp3 
 

Tape repeats the telecon where Boston tells New York about AA11, getting 
fighters up, trying Atlantic City etc.  Nothing new as far as I can tell. 

 
5 DCC 1938 Ops phone 5114 Position 14 1315-1415 UTC.mp3 



 
Repeat of the FAA tactical net tape, Jeff Bauer, brief mixup 175 vs 77 etc. 

 
5 DCC 1938 Ops phone 5114 Position 14 1415-1515 UTC.mp3 
 

Repeats the tape where New York TRACON says the WTC was hit by a Sikorsky 
helicopter.  Will need to compare to make sure it's the same, though. 

 
5 DCC 1938 Ops phone 5114 Position 14 1515-1615 UTC.mp3 
 

Lots of background noise.  Based on the previous record of this position I'm going 
to assume that it's just background messages from other positions, but we'll need 
to review that. 

 
5 DCC 1938 Ops phone 5114 Position 14 1615-1630 UTC.mp3 
 

More background tapes.  Again, I'm assuming there's nothing new here but can't 
say for sure. 

 
5 DCC 1939 Ops phone 5155 Position 25B 1215-1315 UTC.mp3 
 

Wanda Jordan in the background for 3 calls, just talking about New York being 
ATC Zero.  Nothing useful 

 
5 DCC 1939 Ops phone 5155 Position 25B 1315-1415 UTC.mp3 
 

Background calls matching a previous tape, I think.  Nothing new here. 
 
5 DCC 1939 OPS PHONE 5155 POSITION 25B 1415-1515 UTC.mp3 
 

Background calls, again I believe matching a previous tape.  Skipped. 
 
5 DCC 1940 Ops phone 5157 Position 7C 1215-1315 UTC.mp3 
 

Another repeat.  A mix of the telecon where Boston tell New York about AA11, 
and the (unrelated) Miami-Ft-Lauderdale routing issues.  Needs checking, but for 
now we can leave it. 

 
5 DCC 1940 Ops phone 5157 Position 7C 1315-1415 UTC.mp3 
 

Seems to repeat the FAA tactical net chatter where UA175 and AA77 are mixed 
up.  Too much data to check now but will confirm later. 

 
5 DCC 1940 Ops phone 5157 Position 7C 1415-1515 UTC.mp3 
 



Another repeat I think (no surprise, I guess this whole position repeats a sequence 
we've had before) 

 
5 DCC 1941 Ops phone 5156 Position 6 1215-1315 UTC.mp3 
 

Only three calls I think, another repeat from earlier. 
 
5 DCC 1941 Ops phone 5156 Position 6 1315-1415 UTC.mp3 
 

Background calls, sound familiar, another repeat I think. 
 
5 DCC 1941 Ops phone 5156 Position 6 1415-1515 UTC.mp3 
 

So of course it's no surprise that the last in this sequence is also a repeat. 


